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Entertainment provided
9
'not on other media
WMRA 'an extension of the university'
By THERESA BEALE
Top 40 or easy listening
may not be included on
WMRAs schedule, but the
public radio station operated
by James Madison University
students
provides
entertainment "not available on
other media" to its listeners,
according to Karen Holp,
WMRA program director.
As a public radio station
with over 20,000 listeners,
WMRA differs from a commercial station in its offerings of classical music,
folk-bluegrass,
progressive
rock, opera and jazz, Holp
said. It also cannot sell advertisements on the air and
must broadcast educational,
informational,
and
entertainment programs.
WMRA became a fullservice public radio station in
November 1975 by design of
the
Virginia
Telecommunications Council, who
wished to have a station in this
area and in agreement with
the JMU administration.
"WMRA can be viewed -as
an extension of the university
into the community and
another way of providing for
the community," Holp said,
explaining that the station is
not carrier current since the
administration wanted to
serve the area as well as the
students.
Carrier current
radio does not broadcast its
signal into the air but sends it

through cable which runs to
various buildings, similar to
cable television.
Campus
stations are usually carrier
current, she said.
With a signal that extends
50 miles up and down the
valley, WMRA must please
the interests of area residents

Honor Council
vice president
leaves school
Mark Ritter, elected vice
president of the Honor Council
last spring, has decided not to
return to school this semester,
according to Bob Snyder,
president of the Honor
Council.
An election to fill the
vacant position will be held
Sept. 13 in conjunction with an
election for first Vice
president of the Student
Government
Association
(SGA).
The SGA position is vacant
because of the decision of
Kevin Rack, also elected last
spring, not to return to school
this semester.
Anyone interested in
running for vice president of
the Honor Council should pick
up a declaration of intent in
the honor council office by 10
a.m.. Sept. 8.

as well as JMU students, Holp
said.
Most students are from
more metropolitan areas and
are used to having a large
selection of stations to listen
to, she said, adding that
student input would be
valuable in program planning.
Another problem the station
encounters at JMU is when
the students "fail to understand their interests are as
varied as the total audience."
"They are part of the total
audience, not a separate
segment apart from the
audience," Holp said. "You
cannot stereotype students
and say they all like
progressive rock. It is not that
simple."
To determine the wants of
the total audience, Holp
conducted
a
listener
preference survey last spring
on the JMU campus and in the
counties of Rockingham,
Augusta, Albemarle,
Shenandoah, and Page.
Progressive rock ranked
number one in the survey of
(Continued on Page 7)

windows Of their dorm.
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CPB schedule ranges from
9
'Cabaret to coffeehouses
By KENT BOOTY
The Campus Program
Board's incomplete fall
schedule
features
entertainment ranging from the
Broadway production of
"Cabaret" to a comedian who
does impressions of "Star
Trek" characters.
Atlanta Rhythm concert
postponed indefinitely—
see story, page 12

SEI). \ STANDARD POODLE, peeks out from behind pine
Pnolo By Mark Thompson
needles neat Godwin Hall.

TWO SUNBATHERS mix business and pleasure, studying in the

Music lovers can ■
look
forward to periodic coffee
housed and dances sponsored
by CPB.
Student coffee houses will
be held either every Tuesday
night or every other Tuesday
night, according to Carol
Dickinson, chairman of the
CPB coffee house committee.
The coffee houses-held in the
campus center ballroom-are
free and are open to any
student musician who wants
to perform, she said.
"The coffee houses will
consist of students as well as a
few professional acts," said
Dickinson. "We might even
have some comedians this
year."
A meeting will be held in a
"couple of weeks" for
musicians wanting to sign up
for coffee house performances, she added.
Three dances are already
scheduled for the campus
center ballroom. "Piranha"
will host a da nee on
Sept
22 , "Casper" on Oct. 8. and
"Tarn*" on Get. 2n.

For the film buff, there are
more than' 30 movies to choose
from. "Rocky," "Network,"
"The Omen," and a "Marx
Brothers Film Festival" are
but a few of the offerings.
Although the sound system
in Wilson Hall underwent a
"complete overhaul" this
summer, the CPB "can't
guarantee" that films won't
break down as they frequently
have in the past, according to
Dave Imre, movie committee
chairman.
This should be the last year
students complain about the
poor quality of movie

projection at JMU, however.
A new 650-seat movie theater
adjacent to the Campus
Center is scheduled for
completion by September,
1978, according to administrators.
The NewtYork stage play
"Cabaret," winner of eight
Tony awards, comes to
Godwin Hall on Sept. 18 at 8
p.m.
General admission
tickets are $2.50 for JMU
students and $4 for the public.
Reserved seats cost $4 for
JMU students and $5 for the
public.
(Continued on Page 4)

Commuter committee
seeking 'awareness9
By PAM HOWLETT
The Commuter Student
Committee (CSC), under the
chairmanship
of Wayne
Baker, is attempting to create
a "greater awareness among
commuters" of the services
CSC has to offer.
One of CSC's goals this year
is to try to break the stigma of
being a commuter. Baker
believes the "basic system"
at
James
Madison
University " has not been put
together with commuters in
mind."
Two areas the CSC plans to
work on this year are the
parking problem and "lunch
only" food contracts in the Dhall.
Last year. 25 per cent of the
commuters who had purchased stickers for G parking

lot were forced to park in X lot
because the lots had been
overassigned to a great extent, according to the second
issue of the last "Scooter's
News."
"Scooter's Nooze," the
commuter publication'which
acts a voice for the CSC, will
change its focus'this year and
will present more timely
information more often.
Jacob Saylor, last year's
editor of "Scooter's Nooze"
and this year's acting
treasurer, said the publication
will be questioning various
commuter problems rather
than simply listing information and events.
Orientation for commuters
was handled in a new way this
summer. Commuter students
(Continued on Page 10)
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The ghost of Mr. Madison:

'This is the strangest grass Pre ever seen'
quad, iust barely missing
having his hat removed by a
high speed Frisbee.
"Whew." said one of the
students to another, "for a
minute there I thought he was
going to try to arrest us for
throwinga Frisbee without a
permit."
The little man finished
hitching up his horse.
"Just what is that?"
demanded the officer.
"Why. that is my horse.
Nice looking stallion, is he
not?"
"I know what it is." said

By DWAYNE YANCEY
The first one to see the
figure was a member of the
university's police force.
Making a routine drive past
Wilson Hall the officer sighted
a small man in colonial garb
hitching his horse to one of the
trees on the quad.
With instinctive precision
the officer turned on his
flashing red light, slammed on
the brakes, and bounded out of
the cruiser.
"Whoa there, just what do
you think you're doing?" he
shouted as he ran across the

the officer, "but what's it
doing there?"
"I have to put him
somewhere. I certainly can
not take him with me to see
President Carrier."
The officer eyed the man's
strange costume and began to
feel uneasy.
A moonie.
perhaps? No. couldn't be. he
hadn't tried to convert him
yet. Maybe he was one of
those people? Could be--he
did have a wig on. Maybe
Hurricane Anita was causing
them to migrate north...
"All right mister, cut out
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Is there a pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow?
That is the question being asked by many
Virginians. It is one which does not refer to the
end of the drought which has parched the Old
Dominion this summer but rather to the long
drought in political success experienced by
Virginia Democrats
;
The strange and often bitter metamorphosis
which the Democrats have gone through in the
ipast decade as they have moved away from
their Byrd machine ancestry and sought a new
identity has many times left them confused,
divided, and more often than not, on the losing
side of the election returns.
i
Just how far the party) has gone, or failed to
go, in molding a new coalition is evidenced in
the "Rainbow Ticket" ofiliberal Henry Howell
for governor, moderate Chuck Robb for
lieutenant governor, and conservative Ed
Lane o. attorney general, perhaps the most
colorful, and certainly the most interesting
slate of candidates ever nominated for public
office in Virginia.
Opposing it is the relatively bland but
consistent Republican 'People's Ticket" of
John Dalton for governor, Joe Canada for
lieutenant governor, and'J. Marshall Coleman
for attorney general.
Republican hopes restjto a large extent on
adverse reaction to the jvarious Democratic
candidates rather then dependence on a large
popular following behind the GOP ticket.
GOVERNOR: There iare no issues in tne
Howell-Dalton race: at least none are being
discussed. Howell once said that he himself
was the issue and that appraisal has held a
great deal of truth in each of his campaigns.
People will vote for Howell because they
remember him as the man who is forever
taking Vepco to court. On the opposite side of
the coin, people will vote for Dalton because
they detest Howell and the present lieutenant
governor is the only alternative to the former
one.
Both sides have stooped to mud-slinging and
attacking the character and integrity of the
other. Howell has come close to being called a
liar
ar and Dalton has come close to being called

t
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To hear Dalton talk, one would thing that
Howell has sold his soul to the labor union devil.
His election. Republicans say, would
inevitably result in collective bargaining for
public employees and the repeal of Virginia's
holy right to work law.
These charges come in spite of the political
realities that the General Assembly can be
counted upon never to do three things-institute
collective bargaining, repeal right to work, or
ratify the Equal Rights Amendment.
Listening to Howell would lead one to
believe that the millionaire Dalton has already
delivered himself over to the princes of big
business and high finance, and would do the
same to Virginia. Political pundits can only
wonder what Howell would have had u> say
about big business had Delegate "Major"
Reynolds, of the multi-millionaire aluminum
and tobacco family and a supporter of Howell s
in 1973, won the Democratic nomination for
lieutenant governor.
The gubernatorial campaign took an interesting twist when Howell accused his opponent of attempting to profit from bills he
introduced while in the legislature, demanding
that the Republican make a full financial
disclosure.
Dalton refused to do so and instead
challenged Howell to appear with him in Richmond to make specific charges. After some
delay from the Howell camp, the whole affair
quickly degenerated into a media contest with
photographs of Dalton sitting beside Howell's
empty chair while the Democrat held his own
news conference across town.
Quite simply, the issue is this: While in the
General Assembly, Dalton. who owns $225,000
in bank stock, co-sponsored legislation which
would have allowed banks to raise the service
charge on small loans.
Howell also charged Dalton with supporting
bills favorable to insurance companies while at
the same time his law firm represented twenty
such firms Dalton responded that his firm
takes cases both on behalf of. and against,
insurance companies.
To Howell, all this is "the grossest example" of conflict of interest in the history of
Virginia while" Dalton responds that his
o'ntinucd ori Page :»

the tunny stuff. What's your
name?"
•"Madison. James
Madison."
"Very cute. Now what's
your name?"
"I just told you. James
Madison."
"O.K.. I don't have time to
play games with you. Do you
have a visitor's pass?"
"A what?"
"A visitor's pass. And do
you have any authorization to
bring that animal on campus?
Do you have a parking permit
for it?"
"A parking permit? For
my horse?"
"All visitors need a pass
and a temporary parking
permit before they can park
on campus."
Madison's legalistic mind
was at work. "How is a visitor
supposed to know that? And
how can a visitor get a temporary
parking
permit
without parking first?"
"Look. I don't make the
rules around here. I just enforce 'em. Maybe you better
come down to the office with
me and get a pass." He
motioned for Madison to get
inside the cruiser.
"What about my horse?"
The officer threw up his
hands
in
exasperation.
Madison rode his horse to the
security office.
"Geez," muttered the
officer. "The other guys get to
ride around and give out
parking tickets and I get stuck
with some freak on a horse."
Madison filled out the
necessary forms and received
his visitors's pass and parking
permit.
"Now where can I hitch up
my horse?" he asked.
"Well, you can park in XLot.
That's
always
a
favorite." Stifled laughter
burst from the others present
in the office.
"Where
is
that?"
"Oh. you can't see it from
here. Or you can park in
Godwin lot or next to the Interstate."
"What about the quad."
"I'm sorry, Mr. Madison,
but all six visitor spaces are
filled.'"

"This is the fifth largest
university in Virginia and it
hits only six visitor spaces?"
protested Madison.
"Well, you' could have
parked at the old College
Exxon station if you'd come
before they tore it down"
Madison gave up and left.
He sighted a large green field
down the hill with a sturdy
fence around it. "Hmm. looks
like a race track around it,"
he thought, and led his horse
out onto the brilliant green
turf.
"This has to be the
strangest grass I have ever
seen." He reached down to
pull up a clump of grass but
succeeded only in burning his
knuckles. "Let me make a
note of that-agriculture
classes need improvement."
Leaving his horse to roam
over the turf, Madison strolled
past a construction site. "That
is good. I am always glad to
see
another
academic
building being built."
Passing by Godwin Hall he
observed. "This must be the
largest building on campus."
Stopping a passerby, he
inquired, "Tell me sir, is this
the library or an academic
building? . . Sir? Sir? . . .
Hmm, I did not realize I said
anything that funny."
Madison wandered into the
complex and looked about. He
peered into the gym, "My,
what a large lecture hall"; at
thenatatorium. "This must be
where the oceanography
classes meet"; one of the
offices. "What large offices!
And such plush carpet! This
must be an office for one of the
deans or a vice president";
and another room, "Oops, I
am terribly sorry, ma'am, I
did not see the sign. I beg your
pardon."
Our visitor could not be
fooled for long about the
nature of the building. As he
looked in awe at the spectacle
of all. he heard footsteps from
behind.
The diminutive Madison
looked around, and then up, to
come face to chest with a
large, burly gentleman, who
reached down and shook
(Continued on Page 9)
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Is there a pot ofgold at the rainbow's end?
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charges are the equivalent of
saying that no lawyer should
be a lawmaker, for that would
be a "conflict of interest."
The conflict of interest
element in the campaign is
quite foreign to most
Virginians. Unlike a certain
one of its sister states, the
Commonwealth
is accustomed to government by
honest men, not scheming
politicians.
Opponents of the old Byrd
machine usually failed
because they tried to attack it
as being corrupt when in
reality the organization

not necessarily talented,«
candidates.
Having both candidates,
neither a Byrd machine
product, step down from the
level of statesmen to attack
the integrity of the other is
alien, and somewhat incomprehensible to Virginians
who are used to respectable
Southern gentlemen as
governors.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR: The campaign for the
second spot has been the
quietest of the three contests.
Robb is given the edge
because of his high name
recognition as the son-in-law

:
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Johnson while Canada is
usually remembered as the
man who switched sides and
killed the Equal Rights
amendment in the State
Senate this spring.
Neither has made much
news. Robb has talked a lot
about the virtues of Virginia
and how he intends to use his
national stature to attract
industry, and thus jobs, to
Virginia.
Canada, meanwhile, has
been content to say a few
unkind words about Vepco and
point out that much of the
Robb campaign is being
financed by out-of-staters.
ATTORNEY GENERAL:
In contrast to the governor's
race, which is a typical
"Somebody vs. Howell"
campaign, and the silent
lieutenant governor's race,
the contest for attorney
general has become unusually
fierce.
In the past, the number
three office in state government has been consigned to
oblivion. Nobody really understood it or even noticed it
until Andrew Miller took over
what was simply thdlaw office
for the governor and General
Assembly and turned it into an
active agency. Now it's only
misunderstood.
Even Republican Coleman
has praised Miller for his
work and much of the Lane
Coleman campaign has been
over what the proper role of
the attorney general should
be.
Colemen wants it to be "the
cutting edge of reform" and
do other great things with the
position. Lane charges that
the S taunt on State Senator
wants to play governor with
the office, and says that the
pressing
issue is administration.
Under Miller, the office
grew from eight to 88 lawyers

and Del. Lane says the need is
to co-ordinate them into an
effective team
Not surprisingly, both Lane
and Coleman advocate tough
new laws to deal with
criminals.
While party disunity has
traditionally plagued the
Democrats, it may this year
afflict the Republicans instead.
Howell, in an effort to
appease conservatives and
unite the party, has gone out
of his way to endorse his
conservative running mate
Lane. Liberals, remembering
the many times that conservative defections have
deprived them of victory,
have answered Howell's call
for party unity. Also, there is
no place for them to go, as
Coleman is also a conservative.
It may be Coleman who is
responsible for GOP divisions.
The 34 year old Coleman,
faced with the obvious
disadvantage of running
against Lane's 24 years of
experience in the -General
Assembly, including his
chairmanship of the House
Appropriations Committee,
has launched a campaign of
"divide and conquer" against
Lane and the Democrats
which may prove to be a
douhle edged sword.
Coleman has taken to
vigorous attacks on Lane's
record during the late 1950's
as part of the "massive
resistance"
to
school
desegregation, saying "If he's
a friend of blacks, they sure
don't need enemies."
In attacking massive
resistance, Coleman indirectly casts aspersions on
many prominent Dalton
supporters and natural
Republican constituents, most
notably Governor Mills
Godwin and Roy Smith, head_

Sound Guard
keeps your
good sounds

of Virginians for Dalton, bot h
of whom figured prominently
in the movement.
Lane has countered by
rounding up the support of
prominent black leaders
around the state and his home
city of Richmond, and has
Sointed to his past enorsements of the Crusade
for Voters, a black group.
Coleman
has
also
committed the ultimate GOP
heresy of seeking labor
support. He make a strong bid
to win the AFL-CIO endorsement and did win the
backing of the Virginia
Education Association at the
same time that it announced
its support of Howell.
These bids to attract liberal
support may succeed only in
alienating conservative
Republicans. Some may
follow the lead of Del. Eva
Scott (I-Dinwiddie) in voting a
Dalton-Canada-Lane ticket.
There have been indications
from other quarters that grass
roots conservatives may bolt
the Republican ticket to
support Lane in protest to
Coleman's cozying up *ith
labor and liverals while still
claiming to be a conservative.
With Colemar's inroads in
these areas, Da.ton may be
forced to moderate his stance
that Howell is a tool of liberallabor bosses. In doing so, he
sacrifices one of his principal
weapons against Howell in
conservative Virginia.
Thus CoJeman, the most
colorful .air the GOP candidates, may not only hurt
himself but also his party's
entire slate by his campaign
strategy.
Party unity is sometimes a ^
fragile thing. The Democrats
have often searched for the
proverbial pot of gold, but it
may take the unlikely
combination of the "Rainbow" to lead them to it.

HADETREE
GLASS
SHOP

sounding
good.

14 oz. Beer Mugsuy 2 Get 1 FREE I
434-1004

49 E. Water St
(under the parking deck)

Try Us You'll Like Us
Now you can protect
the sound of your records
with Sound Guard* record
preservative. Sound Guard
preservative puts on a
microscopically-thin, dry
film to help the stylus track
smoothly in the grooves—
instead of eroding them
away.
Sound Guard's been
tested by independent
audio experts and proved to
be effective and safe on
new records and

old78's. $fj QQ

'Sound Guard is Ball Corporation's
trademark for its record preservative.

MILES MUSIC CO.
H'burg's
Electronic Super Market
783 E. Market St.

DISCOUNT
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SHOP
ONE DA Y PICTURE
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\All Types Batteries Films Flashbulbs
\NIKON KODAK CANON-VIVITAR
OL YMPUSPENTAX-YASHICA
HANIMEXPOLAROID CAMERAS
Complete Darkroom Supplies
I ALL AT

Phone 434-8272
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"Campus Comments
By CATHY 0LCHESK1
"In what ways do you feel
the name change from
Madison College to James
Madison University has
changed the institution?"

(Continued Irom Page I)
Tom Jnckson will talk on
•Guerrilla Tactics in the Job
Market'- on Oct. 4. 8 p.m., in
Wilson Mall. Admission is

Amy
Y i n g I i n g
(sophomore): "AN far as I
can tell. I haven't seen any big
changes except for the signs."
Jeanne Brown (junior): "I
don't really think it's made
changes.
It sounds more
prestigious and will probably
help us out in the long run."

free

James Mapes a hypnotist,
will he coming to Wilson Hall
on Oct 25 at K p.m. His act
will involve the hypnotizing of
;i ,iMl' student in the
audience, according to Karen
Marcus, chairman of the CPB
special events committee. An
admission price has not vet
been kH. but will probably
be > 75 Marcus added
A comedian calling his act

Barbara Timmerman
(senior): "I think it has a lot
to do with prestige. They tend
to think more of the institution
and department you come
from."
Jennifer Jackson (freshman i: "More guys will come
now Well I hone so "

BOB BLAIR
BobBlair (junior): I can't
see that it's changed in much
except that it sounds more
prestigious."
I.anette Downey' (freshman): "I'm a freshman so I
don't really know, Madison
College seems like just any
college.
James Madison
University sounds bigger and
better than Madison College.

PATSY EAKIN
Patsy Kakin (senior): " II
made it a lot better.
University status has changed
the way outsiders look at the
school. The athletic program
and the quality of education
has improved."
Rick
Bockes
(sophomore): "It's increased
possibilities for the student's
jobs and careers. I also feel
it's increased the amount we
pay."
Barbara
Greer
(sophomore):
"I think
everyone is thinking of it in
terms of a bigger place. It's
just the same place with a
bigger name."
Don Ursitti (sophomore):
"It's given us a name and
status."
Richard Amacher (freshman): "It's made us seem
bigger than just a college."
Scott Beistel (senior) and
Walter Wilson HI (junior):
"The laundry service is
inadequate, the D-Hall is
overcrowded, and the quality
of food has not improved in
conjunction with the name
change."

CPB schedule
•('arson BBrl Company'' will
appear in the campus center
ballroom on Nov. 8 at K p.m.
The comedian-John
O'Rourke -does impressions
of "Star Trek" characters.
Johnny Carson, and Groucho
Marx "both young and old."
according to Marcus.
O'Rourke. who does his
impressions in "full costume
and make-up." will probably
give a brief performance that
afternoon in the campus
center lounge, she added
Admission will probably be S.75
for the evening performance.

ftoch & Roll Bach To School
with

Chapter 7 & Tricks- playing Top 40 Hits

Sat. Sept. 10 9:00 pm til....

AU0U$TA£XP0LAND
I 64 Exit 608 flshervtlle, Ua.
Admissions/person
mu$t be IS or over
fiftC^^^fc^^

The
Body

TRAVIS WITT
Travis Witt (senior): It's
more of a prestige type thing,
the name change. The school
has benel it ted as far as having
more money coming in. It's
still Madison College to me,
though."

The Fabric Shop
The Largest Selection in the Valley
Notions-TrimsBurlap-Felt
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Butterick and Simplicity
Patterns

This Ad & Student ID
Saves 10% on sale items
91*. Main Strsst

NOW!

Harrison burg, Virginia
434-5663

your favorite
smoking accessories
TOKERIGHTGLASSHEADODYSESY GLASS
(TOKER-TOKEMASTER
ASSORTED PIPES &
PAPERS

GALERIA

Happiness it
a Hallmark Peanuts card or gift from

Lloyd's Hallmark
Card Shoo
OatfittotfA Harrisonbaro, *

International Shop
604 W. Elizabeth St.
Harrison burg, Va. 433-9282
Dailv 10:30-5:00/

\FrJ. ,.l 8:30 %

BASKETS
'BASKETS
BASKETS
\ / \ /
BASKETS
/ \ /\

Flower • Sewing
Picnic - Planter
ami many. maiiv.\
m««v more plus

tofebags-lap desks-

ew Shipment
has arrived

writing pens made of genuine
weed- posters- calendarsmemo boards-bulletin boards

wZ\7\\\
W. Eliza
Court Square
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Scant crowd braves ninety-degree heat
Two bands found 'enjoyable'
By STEVEN SNYDER
Despite scorching ninety
degree heat and humidity on
the practice field beside
Godwin Hall, both Timberline
and Chunky, Novi, & Ernie
turned out enjoyable, if not
particularly innovative, sets
to a scant crowd (200 at the
most) at an outdoor concert
Saturday.
The music was solid
throughout, despite repeated
attempts by the PA. system
to create a gap in the sound of
the opening act. The crowd,
probably drained by the intense heat, was quietly attentive. There were no encore calls on this Saturday afternoon.
"Ooh, look at her," cried
one young lady behind me as
Chunky. Novi, & Ernie took
the stage to begin the show.
Emblazoned in black and
burgundy, wearing white
pancake make-up and sporting a frosty, brown afro,
pianist and lead vocalist
Chunky could easily have just
returned from a New York
Dolls concert.
Her female counterpart
(and cousin) Novi, on electric
viola and mini-moog, also
wore pancake make-up.

Rounding out the band
were Ernie, on bass, and two
percussionists whose arsenal
included traps, congas,
glockenspiel.
triangle,
African hand bells, and cuica.
There were sound problems
immediately.
Chunky's
Yamaha electric grand piano
could seldom be heard, only
felt. Ernie's bass also lacked
punch much of the time. As a
result, the overall sound was
frequently weak, lacking any

'mutic solid
throughout'
sort of depth. Novi's soaring
bursts on electric viola were
occasionally lost in mid-flight,
only to return with a loud
crackle
from
another
direction.
Performing mostly cuts
from their current Warner
Brothers album, the band
gave indications of a much
stronger show under better
working conditions.
Chunky's lead vocals were
startingly superb throughout
the set. as were the harmonv

Wvegot
what you want.

S

vocals of the other four band
members.
Novi's electric viola effortlessly flowed in and out
and around the rhythmic
patterns of Chunky and Ernie,
weaving complex, off-beat
colors into the overall texture
of sound.
Not surprising,
when you realize she's been
featured on albums by Frank
Zappa. Nilsson. Carly Simon,
and the Doobie Brothersthat's Novi on violin on "Black
Water."
Most of their songs were
tightly structured four to five
minutes epistles covering
such themes as teen-age
queens, lonesome trails,
islands, and the end of a
relationship.
Opening with "Someday,"from their new album, the
five-part harmonies were full
and unpretentious, the music
up-temp and rocking. Faulty
sound restricted Novi's minimoog solo in the middle «qf the
song to the ears of any nearby
elephants, but she saved
matters with a blazing viola
finish.
Their version of "Island,"
Cher's latest AM goodie,
which was written by Chunky,
was clean and simple, in
pleasant contrast to Mrs.
Allman's lush arrangement.
Again, Novi's bowing lends
the morose touch that makes
the song so effective.
"Can t Get Away From
You," a R & B styled tune,
released as a single, is easily
imaginable as AM material,
with
a
much
fuller
arrangement.
"Teenage
Queen" features percussionist
Ricardo on cuica, a moving
viola introby Novi, and Ernie
and Movi trading off solo licks
on fuzz bass and viola.

ERNIE, of Chunky, Novi and Ernie, "eyeballs" his audience
while performing Saturday at an outdoor concert on Godwin
practice field. C.N&E are recording artists for Warner Brothers.
Photo by Wayne Partlow

My personal favorite,
"Vegetables and Fruits"
("about our families...") is a
bizarre tune from their first
Warner Brothers album, a
precocious effort in the
unexplored realm of chamber
music.
To the accompaniment of
bird calls. Chunky donned a
•vair of red candy lips as the

Your Choice

$

9.95
Pair

Take your pick — butterflies, bears,
stars, shells or anchors (to name just a few)
all at one low price. A remarkable value
especially when you consider that each and
every design is created in genuine 14K gold.
Convenient Terms, Layaway And
Major Credit Cards Welcomed.

rWOTTCK

28 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg. Va.
434-6816
Master Charge

Terrific! Keep your mind on your studies, your
nose to the grindstone, your shoulder to the
wheel . . . and your hair? Bring that to Full Tilt!
Because your head deserves to be decorative
as well as functional.

Visa

434-1010

107 S MAIN HARRISOIMBURfi VA

band freeformed its' way into
a five-part vocal exercise in
confusion. Featuring Chunky
and
Novi
soloing
simultaneously
on
the
Yamaha grand, as well as
moogy riffs from "Peter and
the Wolf," the song made one
nostalgic for more of their
early material.
The multi-movemented
finale started* off strong with
some beautiful, rolling
crescendoes from Chunky and
the ever-present expertise of
Novi on viola, but eventually
deteriorated into a seemingly
pointless solo exercise,
dominated by Ernie's fuzz
bass.
Chunky, Novi & Ernie's
new album features Michael
McDonald and Tiran Porter of
the Doobie Brothers, as well
as renowned session men
Russ Kunkel on drums, and
Lee Ritenour on guitar.
Timberline, the second act,
reminds one of Orleans,
though lead vocalist-rhythm
guitarist-banjoist Jim
McGregor would be hard to
distinguish from John Denver
while blindfolded.
Combining lush harmonies,
myriad musical styles, and an
irresistable jovous energy
toward their music, Timberline turned in an imEressive, high-energy set that,
lit for the heat, would have
had the audience boogeying.
Utilizing drums, bass,
piano and various combinations of acoustic and
electric guitar, banjo and
electric mandolin, the five
man band's opening number,
"Just Your Song," dealing
with the immeasurable high ■
(((Hilinucil on Page fit
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Scant concert crowd braves heat
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of hearing your favorite song,
typifies their musical outlook.
The song's ending vocal
refrain ('turn it up for me").
sung in four-part harmony
was especially moving.
Next was a solid version of
Stephen Stills' "Love The One
You"re With." altered slightly
by the accapella singing in the
chorus.
"Sunshine Girl." about
"life in Kansas, or Iowa,
where it's flat" was a
boogeying. country-rock
original, followed by a
MacGregor original, a slow
country-blues, featuring some
tasty
electric
guitar
simulating a pedal steel
guitar.
A Billy Mayhue shuffle tune
from the '30's. "It's a Sin To

Tell A Lie." was next,
featuring some heady piano
work The song was given the
complete '3<>'s treatment,
including the weaving of two
different vocal lines so
prevelant in that era and
resurrected today by the
Pointer Sisters.
Following this were three
originals. "You Make It All
Happen." an Eagles-style
hard-rocker. "Living A
Dream." with the piano
supplying a distinct Carib
bean flavor, and "Breakers
Roll." my personal favorite.

From beginning to end. the
joy and love of the group for
its music was obvious Watch
out. Orleans.
.just recently released.
Timberline's first album.
The Great Timber Rush"
features much of the material
performed at JMU Saturday.

Picking up his banjo.
MacGregor fingerpicked his
way through two bluegrass
numbers and into the Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band's 'Down at
the Bayou Jubilee."
The
finale was "Circling." their
latest single, and a certain AM
hit of the future

The use ot the 8-string
electric mandolin created the
swirling, rolling feel of waves
in the background, while the
vocals and rhythms were
highly reminiscent of Seals
and Crofts.

«iTcncu»%
Camera Shop
Portrait Studio
Complete Camera Supplies
and Free Film on Kodacolor
and B&W Film
1 DAY FINISHING SERVICE!

20% Discount
on all camera shop
supplies photo finishing and both
color and black & white or free film
79 E. Market St. 434-5314

I FALL RUSH 1977
James Madison Uniuersity

i
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Add-a-Qolcien Bead Necklace
for now and later gift*. Start with a beautiful
centerpiece of one or more 14 karat gold beads and
chain - then on birthday, or anniver»aries to come
add another bead until you have a complete necklace.

*!

Fourteen karat gold chain and one gold bead $14.95
Additional fourteen karat gold beads

$3.95 each

find out what it's all about because...

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

OPEN
'Fri. til
9pm
r frrr rr*

"It's All Creek To Me"
16 South Main
Main
Harrisonburg

I
i
I
I
I
I
I

I
1

Register at Creek Office
Mon.- fri., 10 AM - 2 PM
Warren Campus Center
L„

*«I#MBRM^>*P.<.*>* « /
. i

.
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9WIU Student wed FocfiCfaj Back
Htmemah Ototim Style Pijfld
Opm 7 day* a week
Colt ahead (•% pith-up

• dttimq ouoitoUe -

9 AW - 12 PfH SiutTluu
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VOW "Racquet Sports Headquatera n

VALLEY SPORTS
CENTER, inc.
107 E. Water St.
434-6580

Complete Tennis & Racquetball
10% Off with Student ID
Stock
(offer good thru Sept. 17th)
iMiiiMmii^iHMiMHimnlfltli!ftiW»iflh

lilfmffliTOinmiiTmlinmninh^

SPEED READINO
I
lj you answer yes to H of the fallowing questions
you will wont to attend a FREE LECTURE
Yes No
D O Do you have a backlog of reading material piled uo that you never seem to get to?
O O Do you consioer yourself a "slow reader?"
D D Did vou learn to read one-word-at-a-lime?
G D Do vou want to imorove your thinking skills?
D D Do you have trouble concentrating when you
read? '
D D Do you frequently have to re-read a
paragraph?
G G Do \ou quickly forget much of what ycu read?
G G Do you feel ycu are not well enough informed
about what is going on in the world?
G G Do you pronounce each word to yourself
when you read?
G G Do you feel you need more time or better
reading skills to keep up with developments
in your business, school, studies or special interests?
w
JCHcttj
'" °^er a * w*«* course
in Rapid Reading lo qualified people in the H ' burg
area This program is based on solid research and is
not '.i!sl a "spvird reading" course, hui rather a combined
rapid reading, comprehension, and study skills program.
.The prot-ram places special emphasis on the reading of
technical material, and the program also will help you
read citlcrcnt material at different rates.

•:

Mon. Sept. 12 6:30 & again at
8:30 P.M.
Tues. Sept. 13 6:30 & again at
8:30 P.M.

Lectures Held At
SHERATON INN

Sponsored by
^lltlllllt

IIIIIIIIMIIIII

IIUinillllllllllllllHIIIMIIIIIlllHMII

Wed. Sept. 14 6:30 & again at
8:80 P.M.
Thurs. Sept. 15 6:30.4 again at
8:3» P.M.

Z%QS$
millHllllllllllMHIIItlMlllllllMMIMMMIIIMMIIlllHMIIIIIIIMHIIIIIimilllllM.S

Entertainment
(Continued from Page l)
JMU students who listen to
WMRA
However, classics was at
the top of the list for the
station's public audience,
Because
public
radio
programs that which is not
available by other media, the
survey concluded that WMRA
should continue its present
programming since
preferences in the survey
results are not well pr< ded
by other stations throughout
the valley.
The most popular time slot
and program offered by
WMRA. acaccording to the
survey, is the daily 7 a.m.
Shenandoah Sunrise which
provides news,
sports,
weather, time, public service,
interviews and light music.
JMU students said in the
survey
that
jazz
and
progressive rock, offered in
the late evening, are their
favorite types of music.
Various features and public
service programs are also
offered by WMRA, ranging
from "People and Ideas" to
"More Things Considered"-a
local news and public affairs
magazine.
The station
receives programs from their
network. National Public
Radio, NPR). and feeds news
and features into it as well.
WMRA is funded by JMU in
terms of salaries, operational
expenses, equipment and
student salaries. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting provides the station
with a grant to use for
salaries, promotion, and some
equipment.
Students work at the station
through practicum offered in
the Communication Arts
department or as volunteers.
They begin in a trainee
position and those who
demonstrate leadership and
skills may receive loorlS hour
positions, Holp said.
Announcers, as well as
other positions, are selected
each semester by the program

director. Holp believes the
station offers those students
considering a job or career in
broadcasting an opportunity
to gain "skills and experience
in a real-life situation."
The JMU Sports Network,
funded by the Student
Government Association, is
operated by Dr. Ray Sonner,
vice-president for university
relations.
He arranges
the broadcasts of all men's
football and basketball
games, some baseball and
some women's basketball,
Holp said. WMRA originates
the broadcasts.
WMRA has another group
of persons who may not actually operate the station but
do support its programs and
activities-the "Friends of
WMRA."
They are a group of
listeners who, for a small fee,
join the organization and
sometimes devote their time
to station activities.
This
summer, for instance, the
Friends helped staff a WMRA
exhibit at the Rockingham
County Fair.
In its one year and a half of
operation, WMRA has looked
to involvement with its
community and, through that
involvement, has served the
community, according to the
Holp survey.
WMRA is "a radio station
that tries to provide some
things not offered by other
stations," Holp siad. "We try
to understand the audience
and
the
audience
reciprocates."

Commuter
handbooks

Commuters may pick up
their copy of the University
Student Handbook in the
Commuter Student Office in
the basement of the campus
center. This handbook includes information regarding
University
policy,
regulations, programs and
personnel.
__

H you've got the time,
we've got the beer.

PARTY KEGS
NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH LOCAL RETAIL
STORES. DIRECT INQUIRIES TOJ4ANK BEVERAGE COMPANY
139 N. MAIN STREET
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 22801
PHONE— U3U7829

PORTABLE DORM-ROOM
REFRIGERATORS
FOR RENT

\

\

•U

Collegiate Services Company is pleased to announce that you now have the opportunity to
rent a portable refrigerator for your dorm room. These 2.0 cubic foot refrigerators are
durable & are sized just right to keep drinks, sandwiches, or whatever cold and fresh- best
of all right at your fingertips. Plus, a small freezer section for frozen foods or ice.
These units will be available for the entire academic year for only $55 plus $10.00 damage
deposit, which will be refunded when you return the unit in good condition in the Spring.
There are no hidden charges for anything, even maintenance. We guarantee the proper
functioning of the unit during the rental period, and all faulty units will be replaced
promptly at no charge.

i

u,hU^L^"^°"
Lose? ioin ** students
at UPI, Bridgewater, Lynchburg, & other schools
k ,ng d0rmt We more en
able
SS?,SS
»
J°y
Fill in the coupon below and maU no later tSn
5f RL9: 1977 to T6™ ^ "* We wiU be adjacent to your campus all day on W 16th to

tSSJSSi tYJayrbenOUfled0f theeXaCt,0Ca^0n SenCmoney"w^usfSe10

Mail to:

Collegiate Services Company
P.O. Box 2S1
Blachbm, VlraMa 24060

Name:
Campus Address:
Campus Phone:.
James Madison University
Please reserve one portable refrigerator In my name.
————————————————..__..«._j

\'.*.*.

m

^^/^=^<^S^^^y^^^^
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Chopped Steak

'1.99

Budget Ribeye

'2.59

Mr. Madison's ghost

N

1*44*4 <4**»*+*+4+++++*+*A

i< •Hiliniti-il from Pag* _»i

s

Includes your choice of potato, texas teat*, and all the

L

\

foup and salad you oan oaf. Plus all refills on four

L

\

drinks are on at!

v

I •. ,

Opt* llen-tym Sunday Th«ri4af

Madison's hand with the
power of a vice.
The fourth President of the
United states and father of its
Constitution grimaced.
"Can I help you?" asked
the man.
Trying to ignore the pain in
his hand. Madison asked with
all the sarcasm of a colonial
American scholar, "What is
this building the School of
Athletics?"
The man did not reply, but
his face brightened and a
strange look came over him.
Suddenly he ran down the hall
shouting. "Hey, Dean! I've
just got a great idea! Wait 'til
you hear this!"
Madison's tour of Godwin
Hall thus complete, he began
the long trek up the hill
to Wilson Hall
Passing the d-Hall, he
heard two women talking.
"Hey. look at the funny little
guy in the tights and the
wig."
"Must be one of those
theatre people. I knew that

Han 10»M Friday and Satirday >

^

VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK

James Madison
University
We too have changed our name.

Meeting
of

UNITED CHURCH
OF CHRIST STUDENTS
in Room C of

J.M.U. Branch of
Virginia National Bank

Warren

Campus
Center
on Wednesday Sept 7.
1977 7 pm.
ALL
STUDENTS WELCOME

Located in WCC

once they let 'em do that
dinner theatre in Gibbons this
summer that they'd never be
able to get em back into Duke
and Wampler. I bet they try to
lake over the place."
Walking past the records
office, he heard a loud voice,
obviously an irate student.
"What do you mean 1 can't
graduate? I took all the
required courses. . Well,
doesn't it count for something
that I at least took them?"
Madison was ushered into
President Carrier's office.
"Pleased to meet you, Mr.
Madison. How do you like the
campus so far?"
He started
to say
something about parking and
finding a needle in a haystack
but decided instead to talk
about how the university was
nice and peaceful and how
Carrier must enjoy being
President of such a serene and
tranquil
academic institution.
Carrier moaned.'You have
no idea how rough it is.
Lawsuits left and right,
construction all over the
place. Honor Council convictions to decide on, try ing
to find my own parking space
these days. . To tell you the
truth, Mr. Madison, I think I'd
scream if another thing goes
wrong today."
The phone rang. "What is it
Alice?. . .How should I know
whether
the
astroturf
warranty
covers
spot
removal?. . .Well, what's a
spot doing on our new
astroturf anyway?. . .What do
you mean Coach McMillan
said there was a horse loose
on the football field?"
Madison put his hands over
his ears so he would not hear
the scream.

&*AtnMrS&%
WiF£CF£C£Afi

^

Equipment ft Supplies

SCM-Royal

Adler- Brother

PORTABLES
Sharp & Texas
Instruments

CALCULATORS

now offered at

James Madison University
Register now for MISC 001 Thurs. Godwin Rm. 342
L[ t ntpcuiD

LABORATORY

^

:433-6264 or come by Maury 1 15
. i. ■ ■ ■ 1 ■ ^ ....•■.'■.« -

■

. . .

I HU'

(llu*)AnmROTC

Bulletin Boards,
Notebooks.
Engineering
Supplies, Lamps
Dictionaries, Etc.
Th» Offir* rV»«Wto Cantor"

tetionetl
■fi
E.MorWt tM«on St.
HorrUonburg 434-9975
STOBI HOURS:
Mon.-f rl. i:30-5:00

.iT
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Congress to crack
down on fake i.d.'s
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Congress is slowly. grinding
out legislation designed to
crack down on
drug
smugglers, con artists and
other crooks who use false
identification papers to
commit their crimes.
House and Senate judiciary
committees are considering
bills to make iWa crime to use
fraudulent information to
obtain passports, social
security cards and other
federal identification papers.
It also would be a federal
offense to use the mail or
other interstate facilities to
submit false information to
state and local governments
to get drivers' licenses or
birth certificates.
Justice Department and

FBI officials say the
legislation would be a potent
new weapon to fight a broad
range of crimes accomplished
with the help of false identities.
A government advisory
committee recommended
such legislation last year. But
the proposal is moving
through Congress slowly as
legislators concentrate on
other matters.
The senate committee has
held hearings and a committee official says a bill
probably will be sent to the
Senate floor later this year.
But the House committee has
yet to schedule hearings.
The senate source adds that
the bill probably could not
become law until next spring.

s&

you are invited to an-

o.'pen blouse
sTfc
Sept S, 9 and 10

55 W Ml/ahcth Street

^Register Jor:

H.imsonburj!. Virginia
22KOI

Urazu Jzorse sweater of
your choice (under *30)
Orhify Just &mify
blouse ofyour
choice

m*2j.oo 9ifi
Certificate
\

we modeling
)Je/ir, on 6a/.
ana Utefresnmenh

Commuter committee
(Continued from Page I)
came to the first two sessions
instead of being scattered
throughout the sessions with
freshmen. This also gave
commuters time to look for
housing.
The CSC represents approximately 45 per cent of
JMU's students and has

sixteen seats in the Student
Government Association, the
largest block of any single
organization.
The committee keeps a
daily log of commuter student
activities, has a referral
service available, and helps
with commuter problems.

It Happens Here... /\t\
where

your

AVIATION
CARUIt
begins

Flight InstructionAircraft Rental \

MAiK J AVIATIftN
Shenandoah Valley Airport
(Weyers Cave)
call 234-8196 or 828-3074

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, inc.
E MARKET AT FURNACE ROAD
HARRISONBURG, VA. 22801

434-5935
WHEEL ALIGNMENT • BRAKES
SHOCKS • EXHAUST
WHEEL BALANCE • BATTERIES

Slot*
Inspection
Station

B.EGoodrich

mm«#

JlCon.-WeJ. 10-6

Dhurs Ji;i.

10-9

cSo/. 9.30-.1

James Madison
University
can teach YOU

something
you may never
have thought you
The subject
is leadership.
The course is
ArmyROTC.
The entire
curriculum is exciting,
challenging and flexible. So flexible that, if
qualified, you can ente
at any time during
your first two years on
campus.
Through practical experience, you
will learn how to lead.
The acquired discipline
of mind and spirit and
the ability to perform

under pressure are important The
people who
demonstrate
these qualities are the
people we want to become Army officers.
Upon graduation, as a commis-.
sioned Army officer,
you will not only have
to manage people, but
money and materials
as well. To make more
important planning decisions than most
young executives.

team.

AiwBOTC.
Leam what it takes to lead!
Gall: 433-6264

or come by Maury Hall 115

• • •
* •
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Specially
priced now

SUPER MflUM CASSETTE

thru Sat.
Sept. 10

©TDK

lt._
vvo
•

&
ft

1

•

■*
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DQIBV

■■^ SAC9Q ftTDK

J
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Sale includes all

&TDK

products
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IFC Announces
:•:•

Fall Rush

M

TKOrtAWJO/^GlHKfO

THERE'S MORE HERE
THAN JUST BOOKS
|
GO GREEK
?

Sept I O IFC Rush Party 8:00-12:00
WCC Ballroom
Sept 12 IFC Forum - 6-9
WCC Ballroom
Sept 17 Beginnings Weekend 8:00
PM
Oct 5 IFC Rush Ends
Oct 12 Last Day to Return Bids
Oct 13 Open Rush Begins

!

Dec 9 Open Rush Ends
SIGMA Fl

^^^*^^^

M KAPPA Ml_

TMTA CHI

SIOMA PHI EPSILON

SIGMA NO

ALPHA em RHO

KAPPA SI6MA
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
I.
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Atlanta Rhythm

58 E. Wolfe St. Harrisonburg

\blunteer

Section cancels
Atlanta Rhythm Section,
who were scheduled to appear
in Godwin Hall Sept. 24. have
cancelled their concert, but
will 'definitely" appear
sometime this year, according
to
Craig
Sencindiver.
chairman of the Campus
Program
Board. ! (CPB)
concert committee.
]
The group is "running
behind on production" of an
album for which they have a
contract with their recording
company. Polydor, to have
finished by the end of the
month. Sencindiver said.
Since Atlanta Rhythm
Section had a binding contract
to do the concert, CPB could

KLINE'S DAIRY BAR

have "possibly" taken them to
court, he said. However, the
concert committee decided
not to press charges since
they are trying to get Marshall Tucker Band through the
same agency that handles
Atlanta Rhythm Section and
do not yet have a binding
contract with them.
Atlanta Rhythm Section did
not just call and cancel the
concert.
They wanted to
reschedule it for another date.
Sencindiver said, adding that
the earliest possible date it
could be rescheduled for is
Nov. 19. but no new date has
been set as of now.

Ire ('ream - Sundae* - Thirk Shakes

NOAH'S ARK PET SHOl
Welcomes You Back

FlSrU BIRDS* FUfifiV FRIENDS
Complete line of supplies
Located at 125 W. Water St.
Fall Store Hours:

Mon. 10-6
Tues. 10-6

Wed. 10-6 Fri. 10-8
Thurs. 3-6 Sat. 10-6

iro $

o*

SKATEBOARDS

New York Style

Ports and Accessortes for All
Skateboards
• ess* Hobte
• Santa Cm
• Logon* lunger

• Torquee Sonxol
• Tlgore Qvkksilvnr
• Sofety Equipment

• ACS* T rock or
• tonnett • Strokor

• Gull Wings
• Stow* Rood MOOT
• OJ'»e Power Pom
• Krlptronici

PIZZA
Sunday to Thursday
11 a.m. to 12Midnite
Friday & Saturday
11 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.
77$ East Market Street
(Behind the Greyhound Bus Station)
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801

4 Sett Watar St. Horrltenburg
Coll 433-2939
(above WomWes entrance on Water St.)

Mon. to Sot. 11 AM-* PM

r>-

^4-1922

Royal Crown Cola 8 pk 16 oz.
$
.99 w/deposit
$
Gibbles 12oz. bag
.99
$
Schlitz 6 pk 12 oz. cans.. 1.49

GRAND UNION
Rt. 1 1 S. Harrisonburg

DaMajBwtto
HftViwiiKb^'d RetigtauA Bwfe State
•Ail Supplm

•Rece*tfa and Tape*

•ScJcw£ Supflm

•Beeb ami BcUe*

•Vulm and GUb •Sfiuffj Guided

GM Simpwq AwMk
82 S Hoi*

433-2421

4

r

Prices
Cheese Pizza
Large 16 " 3.25
(Round and Thin)
Small 14" 2.75
Cheese Pizza
(Squareand Thick)

Large 16" 4.25
.75 extra
topping

Many Hot sand wiches and more
$1.35
'meatball
sausage
SI. 35
S1.40
steak

434-5375
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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One of the first requirements for the beginning
of the college year is banking 101.
And the word is United Virginia is offering a crip
course.
First, the Ibrt Road Office is just minutes away
from campus (at the comer of South Main and Port
Republic Roads). And there's no waiting in long lines.
Second, as a student of James Madison University,

free checking is available. No minimum balance, no
service charge. No matter how many checks you write.
And the drive-in facilities are open Monday thru
Thursday 9:00 to 5:30 and 9:00 to 7:00 on Friday in
addition to the regular lobby hours. So there's no
conflict in schedules.
United Virginia Bank/Spotswood. \Afe11 look
forward to having you with us.

United Virginia Bank Q2H
United Virginia Bank/Spotswood. Member F.D.I.C.
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Schedule poses fewer problems for'77 Dukes
Face stronger teams at home, weaker teams
teami on road

!*•

Kv BOB GHIMESEY
Towson St.
St in 1977 is not bright
brieht
Game seven will be at
The 1977 James Madison
Krostburg. Md. and despite
University football schedule
Frostburg St.'s claim to an
may be compatible with the
Dukes effort to mount an
••outstanding recruiting
undefeated season.
year." first-year coach John
Aside from newcomers
Peterson is faced with the
Guilford College and Mars
chore of introducing a new
system
Hill College, both of North
Carolina, the Dukes face a
As always the Dukes finish
schedule
consisting
of
with Shippensburg St, and
rebuilding teams on the road
could perhaps find a few
and old nei.esis at home.
problems if their opponents
Both Guilford and Mars
nave filled eight starting
spots
Hill move into unpredictable
situations in 1977 and could go
In addition. Shippensburg
one way or the other conreturns its entire offensive
cerning their abilities.
backfield. including AllThe Dukes travel to Mars
America tailback Fred
Hill in the season's fifth game,
Glasgow, from the 1977 roster
and will play a team that has
that compiled an 8-2-1 record
been picked for last place in
in tying for the Pennsylvania
the South Atlantic
Conference title
coming off a 4-4-1 season and
faced with a rebuilding year.
The Dukes home slate will
The catch is that Mars Hill is a
help considerably in 1977 as
scholarship supported
Madison hosts old-favorites
Division II school in possibly
Emory & Henry. Hampdenthe best Djvision 11 conference
Sydney. Sheperd. Salisbury
in the nation.
St. and Randolph-Macon.
Madison
travels
to
Emory & Henry has 32
Greensboro to play Guilford in
lettermen. including 19
the ninth game of the season.
starters returning for firstThe Quakers are coming off
year coach Fred Selfe.
a 4-5 1976 finish and must
Last year the Wasps fought
replace an All-America
Madison to a 26-20 defeat, but
tailback and both linebacker
finished as the sixth best ofslots (sound familiar?).
fensive team in the NAIA
What
makes
Guilford
(National Association of
unpredictable. - aside from
Intercollegiate Athletics).
its scholarship support - is the
Hampden-Sydney defeated
return of 32 lettermen inthe Dukes on ABC regional
cluding quarterback Johnny
television just after Madison
Stewert, who threw for 123
became the number one
yards a game last year.
Division III team in the
Otherwise the Dukes play
nation.
Towson St., Frostburg St. and
The game was at HampShippensburg St. on the road
den-Sydney however and the
in 1977.
Tigers must replace seven
The Towson St. game will
starters on defense in 1977.
be the second of the season
Sheperd rode the coat-tails
and a rematch of last year's
of
Hampden-Sydney's victory
28-26 Madison edge.
over the Dukes in 1976 and
Towson spotted the Dukes
took advantage of a torrential
an early lead last season on a
rainfall to pin Madison 6-0 in
number of turnovers but came
Martinsburg, W.Va.
back behind the All-America
The Rams finished as the
passing combination of Dan
seventh
ranked NAIA team in
Dullea and Skip Chase to
the
nation
with a 10-2 record
nearly pull it out.
and
return
22 players inTowson went on to finish as
the second-ranked Division III
cluding fullback Greg Warteam in the nation.
field, who rushed for 1027
With the loss of 17 staryards in 1976.
ters, including Dullea and
Salisbury St. loses AllChase, the prospectus for
America running backs Levi

Spa
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Photo by Mark Thompson

FULLBACK SHANE HAST BULLS his way
inside the Ferrum Junior College five yard-line
during a "goal-line drill in Friday's interShade and Jim Watson from a
1976 squad that lost to the
Dukes 38-36.
Randolph-Macon
smothered the Dukes 18-0 in
W76 at Ashland, but this year
the Yellow Jackets will be on
Madison turf and the story
could be reversed.

By BOB GRIMESEY
Few things were left unsaid
about Ron Stith and Bernard
Slayton. But James Madison
University's "Tailbacks in
Tandem" are history and
head football coach Challice

Page 14, THE BREEZE.
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young team (one senior),
decided not to compete in 1977.
Among those returning are
Mike Greehan. Madison's
number one runner in 1976,
and sophomores Richard
Ferguson and Jeryl Turner,
two consistent finishers in the
Dukes top five last year.
Senior Andy
McGilvray
could earn a spot in t. e top
five if he can get over an
achilles tendon problem which
sidelined him for most of last
season.
Amone the newcomers.
Sophomore transfer Mike
Benshoff in conspicuous for
his running background at
Allegany Community College,
a national distance running
power. A graduate of Handley
High School, in Winchester.
Benshoff Dosted a best of 9:25

Although the Jackets
return 11 starters on offense,
including quarterback John
Buelhler and runningback
Mike Woo If oik. they lost eight
defensive starters.
Madison also has its holes
to fill, but with five of the 1977
schedule's toughest rivals due

to travel to Harrisonburg, and
three of five road games
against teams that need
rebuilding, the Dukes may
have the time to get the
needed experience.
As for a prediction on
Madison's 1977 record- ask
your local bookie.

New tailback key t o Dukes' offense

Tuesday, September 6, 1977

Cross Country to rebuild again in '77
By KEN TERRELL
Although he looks for a
significant improvement in
his team this season, cross
country coach Ed Witt admits,
"I don't think we'll improve
our (winless) record against
Division I teams." However,
Witt does hope to better last
season's 6-5 overall record.
"Even though we have a
stronger team," Witt said, all
the Division I coaches I've
talked to think their squads
have improvedas well." "We
could improve our performance in the state meet
and still not beat last year's
(sixth) place."
To improve the overall
record, Witt is depending on a
number of untried runners.
For various reasons, most of
the runners on last season's

squad scrimmage. Ferrum outscored the
Dukes two touchdowns to none during the
s
f
regular session.

in the high school two-mile
and placed second in the state
meet in that event.
Jim Richardson, from
Stonewall Jackson High
School, heads the list of freshmen with his fourth place
finish in last year's AAA state
cross country meet. Kevin
Crofton, from Seldon. N.Y.,
has run a 9:28.
Mark
Brennan
rejected
his
hometown college. Bloomsburg State (Pa), to test his
423-mile talent against
Virginia competition.
Despite this solid base of
running talent, with only one
member of the team receiving
any type of scholarship aid.
JMU cannot realistically hope
to compete with teams such as
Richmond and William and
(Continued on Page Ift)

McMillin must find an heir
apparent quickly
Filling the tail back
position could be the most
crucial priority for the Dukes
on offense this season as
otherwise the team seems to
have few weaknesses. The
offensive line may be one of
Division Ill's best, both firstand second-team quarterbacks return, and the
receiver corps remains pretty
well intact.
At tailback though, the top
spot is still for grabs by any
one of five candidates.
Junior John Gatewood (5foot-8, 171 pounds) was the
back-up to Stith and Slayton
on last year's varsity team.
Gatewood
is
best
remembered for his performance against Sheperd
College in 1975 when both
Stith and Slayton were in
jured. The Richmond native
ran 21 times for 68 yards and
although not showing the
break-away ability of the
other tailbacks, did exhibit an
uncanny ability to keep his
feet.
Dennis Hutson (5-7, 157). a
sophmore. was in the top spot
for last week's intra-squad
scrimmage though.
Hutson. who spent last year
on the junior varsity, may not
have Gatewood's balance, but
certainly has the edge in
bread-away speed.
Newcomers also play a
large part in Madison's
tailback situation and for now
head coach Challace McMillin
says it's too close W can

Other possibilities for the
tailback slot include sophmore Chris Beer (5-11,
174).and freshmen George
Harris (5-10, 183). Tim
McCollum (5-9, 155).
"Most of the boys we have
out for tailback have the speed
to go the distance if they can
break away." McMillin said.
"I'm confident we'll be all
right there."
If so, then Madison's offense may be in good shape as
the rest of the starting squad
remains comparitively intact
with six starters back from
1976.
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
first of two articles that
reviews the James Madison
University football team's
personnel. The first story will
look at the offense and the
second will look at the
defense.
Senior quarterback Stan
Jones (6-3. 202) strained
ligaments in his knee last
week, but McMillin is confident he will be in shape for
the season opener against
Emory & Henry College on
Sept. 10.
Jones will again be backedup by junior John Bowers (511. 165). Both quarterbacks
completed just over 47 per
cent of their passes last
season while Jones led the
team in total' yards gained.
1.223.
(Continued on Page 16)
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Assistant field hockey coach
Janet Luce inspects Aron
Narovelli as the Duchesses
prepare for their season
opener at Lynchhurg
on Sept. 24

Photo by Wayne Partlow

Scholarships highlight offseason baseball
Division I competition is
nothing more than, "keeping
up with the Joneses," and
Madison baseball coach Brad
Babcock is finding he has to do
more and more of it year
round.
For Madison, "the Joneses"
are the Virginia Techs and the
Clem sons. Those schools give
out more than 15 baseball
grants a year. Madison hasn't
reached that stage yet, but

they are getting a start.
During the summer, Babcock
signed five players to
scholarships.
"It's just part of upgrading
the program to be competitive
for post-season play on the
Division I level," Babcock
said.
It also will help make up for
three players from last year's
squad who signed with major
league organizations.

JMU SOCCER PLAYER JEFF HILL works the ball past a North
Carolina defender in action during Saturday's scrimmage session
at Madison Stadium. Davis and Elkins and William & Mary also
participated in the session which was called offf because of rain in
the early afternoon. .
Phojo by Mark Thompson,

Topping the list of Madison
signees is junior pitcher Mike
Estes, a transfer from
Manatee Junior College.
Estes had a deceptive 10-10
career record at Manatee. His
earned runs average was 2.79
for the two years.
"I expect Mike to step in and
start for us," he said of the
righthander. Estes pitched in
the Valley League this summer for the Harrisonburg
Turks, who won the pennant
and playoff crowns.
Two other righthanded
pitchers, Peter Wojcicki of
Bayside, N.Y., and Mike
Luciow of Duquesne, Pa.,
signed grant-in-aids with
Madison.
Wojcicki was 8-2 with an
ERA of 0.91 while leading
Archbishop Molloy High
School to a 30-5 record and the
New York City Championship
this past spring. He also
batted .313 with 30 RBIs.
Luicow was 7-2 with a 2.00
ERA. He also played first base
and batted .395 with 18 RBIs.
Outfielder Lorenzo Bundy of
Tappahannock and second
baseman Rob Krowiak were
the other two players to sign
scholarships.
Bundy, who was drafted by
Baltimore, batted .429 with 18
RBIs. He also stole 19 bases in
20 attempts.
Krowiak batted .419 with six
home runs and 27 RBIs for
Broome Community College.
Krowiak will be a junior.
Two players, Tommy Reap
and Mark Creekmore, from
Virginia Group AAA state
champion Kempsville High
School signed to play at
Madison. Reap batted .533
with five home runs and 30
RBIs his senior years and
Creekmore batted .363 with 22
RBIs. Reap was an all-state
selection.
The summer wasn't just
confined to signing new
players as far as Madison
baseball was concerned.
Todd Winterfeldt, Jim
Barbe and Mike LaCasse all

signed professional league
contracts following the Major
League free agent draft.
Winterfeldt would have
returned this year for his
senior season. Barbe and
LaCasse were seniors last
spring.
Winterfeldt was the last to
sign, inking his contract in
August with the Chicago Cubs.
He will report to the team's
instructional league team in
Arizona on Sept. 10 and for
spring training next spring
with the parent organization.
Winterfledt had a .379
career batting average at
Madison with 20 home runs
and 95 runs batted in. He was
an All-America choice
following his sophomore
season.
Barbe signed with the Texas
organization and LaCasse
with Baltimore in June.
Barbe, who was ranked
nationally last season in home
runs (11), RBIs (49) and
batting (.410), has twice hit
two home runs in one game
and is batting over .400 according to a league
spokesman.
LaCasse was traded by
Baltimore to the Phillies
Organization late in July.
Billy Sample, who left
Madison after his junior
season to join the Texas
Rangers, is currently leading
the Texas League in batting
with a.417 average.
Seven Madison players
played in the Valley League,

Winterfeldt, playing for the
Turks, was considered the top
defensive centerfielder in the
league. Also playing for
Harrisonburg were Madison's
Tim Semones, a pitcher, and
shortstop J.W. Mitchell. Both
recieved All-Star mention.
Catcher Dave Showalter
started the season with New
Market of the Valley League,
but later left the team. Pitcher
Mike Naff was New Market's
top reliever.
Roger Lee, who batted .287,
played centerfield for the
Madison Blue Jays and pitcher Dennis Mead led
Waynesboro with a 7-2 record.
Mike Smith, who sat out last
spring after playing for
Madison a year ago, played
both outfield and second base
for the Staunton Braves.
"I think we had more
players in the league than any
other college," Winterfeldt
said. "The Madison players
sort of tried to prove that the
school was that good. We
missed the NCAA playoffs last
year and we wanted to show
the people that watch the
Valley League that we should
have been in the NCAA
playoffs."

Breeze announces
column for fans
The Breeze sports department is proud to announce the
inception of a new column. It's
called the "Fan's Turn," and
with it, readers may voice their
opinions about any sports topic
involving the Madison community; So, if, you have a gripe;
• •,

■

one of the top collegiate
leagues in the nation, this
summer.
Winterfeldt led that group,
being named to the All-Star
team after hitting .320 for the
season.

about intramurals, the way one
of the intercollegiate teams is
run or if you would like to
acknowledge a job well done,
send a letter to Sports Editor,
The Breeze-Dept. of Comm.
Arts.

;#
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Dukes tailback question still unanswered
(Continued from Page ll>
Shane Hast (6-1. 195). a
senior, returns to the starting
fullback position and will
again be backed-up by junior
Marshall Ausberry (6-1. 205;.
Hast was Madison's third
leading rusher last season
with 467 yards and a 4.5
>ards-per-carr> average.
Laal .-.tuson's second
lendinp receiver, senior
Buckv Knox (6-0.188) returns
lo the slotback position and
will be backed-up by junior
David Huffer (5-11. 196) and
Jack Shafran (6-2. 200).
Shafran may also fill in at
fullback.
Split-end could be a
problem as the Dukes must fill
the void left by last year's
leading
receiver
Chip
Deringeer
Senior Ralph Demarco (6-1.
163) and junior Floyd Young
(5-11. 171) were understudies
to Derringer in 1976 but freshman Stan Latham (5-11, 170)
and junior transfer Rick

Hetherington '5-11. |85> also
tigurc ;>s probable sUirters
this swwon
The strongest point on
offense for the 1977 Dukes
should be the offensive line as
three of last year's starters
return
Tackles Phil Culkin (fill. 2161, ;■ senior, and Warren
Colemun >6-l.2I6>.<i junior, as
well as junior guard Rick
Burkhart (6-0. 220) are the
returnees that make up part of
what offensive line coach
Harry Van Arsdale termed
•potentially the best line of
scrimmage in the nation <at
the Division III level)."
Junior Rick Booth (6-1.
203). a spot-starter last year
will be at the other guard,
while Harry Ancle (6-3. 235)
will attempt to fill the vacancy
left by Brian Grainer at
center.
Van Arsdale called Booth,
who bench-presses 335 pounds
and runs a 4.8-second fortyyard dash the strongest of the

1977 Cross Country
still needs rebuilding
(Continued from Page 14)
Mary, which usually offer
financial support to the entire
varsity squad. Witt said.
As a result, the Dukes will
not only suffer in the won-lost
column against Division I
opponents, but may also run
into scheduling problems.
Witt said he has already been
turned down by the University
of Virginia concerning a triangular meet between the
Cavaliers, JMU and George
Mason University.

midable Eastern Mennonite
team.
In summing up his pre
season outlook Witt said, "our
goal this season will be to
improve our overall record...I
think we'll improve a great
deal, but let's face it, we can
be a much better team and
still not knock off a
Division I squad."

M*
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For roth though, the offensive
line will be effective
When asked then, if
Madison might open-up this
year and pass more this year.
McMillin. always one to keep
reporters guessing about his
tactics, smiled embarassingly
and said: "possibly."
"I'm not sure." he went on.
"it all depends on what the
defense allows."
With Madison's optimistic
preseason outlook on offense,
the biggest question will be
more like, "what will opposing defenses be. able to
stop?"

with his 325 pound bench press
and 4-9 time in the forty backs
up Booth.
Sophmores Mark Denbostc
iC.ii *WHi -inrf Kovin fVivic rife
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Junior Kon Hnrders 'R-S,
JIMP returns ;il tight end after
grabbing eight passes for 168
\ arris in 1976.
Borders will be supported
bv sophmore Lee Walters (6-2.
Offensively then, the
running game appears to be
more inexperienced but the
passing game has improved.

r

NOdHOD

L

COUPON

This fine authentic English
Fish and Chips house also
features delicious Colonial
Fried Chicken, man sized
submarines at modest prices.
Be sure to try beer on tap. a
lager and lime or coleslaw
made fresh daily.
815 E. Market St., Harrisonburg
433-8784
Convenient Drive-Up Window
Call Ahead For Fast
Take Out Service

You'll get a lot
more out of your
college education
when you get into
Army ROTC.

Among Division II schools,
on the other hand, the team
will renew several rivalries.
George Mason. Lynchburg,
and FrostDurg, will all have a
chance to avenge their less
than five point losses to the
Dukes. For their part, JMU's
runners will attempt to
reverse their only Division II
loss last season, to a for-

:

Dukes offensive linemen.
Angle.
he
said.
"is
potentially one of the finest
centers in the state if not the
nation."
Culkin returns in 1977 after
"major knee surgery" last
winter and according to Van
Arsdale. he is "in the best
shape of his life."
Offensive line depth is also
impressive according to Van
Arsdale.
Sophmore Jimmy Caldwell
(6-1. 213) could push Burkart
out of a starting position
before the season's end at one
guard, while Dick Wagner.

%
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Military la Soeitty - 2 CrtdH Hoirt

! Famous 01D 6>k-'t19
j MILWAUKEE BEER
\ 3 Truck Load Sale
j

Stun-Up* 3 dm Sab

j

2500 Ca*e6 km to ga

•

• Werner's 7- Day food Store
I "Party Package Store"
■ I"—

Party
Ice

915 5. High St.

Party
Kegs

MISC

no

MISC 110
MISC 110

0925-1015
1050-1140
1215-1305

T TH
T TH
T TH

G
D
D

337
A100
A200

This seminar examines the American Experience in War. Topics range from Vietnam
back to the techniques of warfare since 1400
B.C. Concepts of basic political structures.the
current international environment, national
ideologies, goals and military economic power
of selected nations are discussed, with particular reference to the implications for United
States National security. An atmosphere of
open participation and discussion is encouraged in this seminar.
We've got a different set of experiences for
you. If you've got more questions call us, 4336264 or see us in Maury Hall. Rm. 115.

Look for more Army ROTC
opportunities in the next issue.

■
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JMU clears probation, applies for ECAC
Within a month after the probationary status was
removed from its Division I classification, James
Madison University in July applied for membership
in the Eastern College Athletic Association (ECAC).
If accepted, JMU would join in-state rivals Richmond, Old Dominion, Virginia Commonwealth and
William and Mary in a conference that has three
berths in the NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic
Association) basketball tournament.
JMU Director of Intercollegiate Athletics Dean
Ehlers said the application was made on the advice of
Virginia schools already in the conference.
The ECAC is comprised of more than 200 colleges
and universities in the New England and MidAtlantic states, as well as West Virginia and the
District of Columbia.
The conference has about 60 Division I members.
The ECAC suffered an apparent set-back at last
May's meeting of the NCAA tournament committee
when all of its automatic berths were removed.
However the NCAA later established criteria based
on a conference's past performance in tournament
play and three of the berths were reinstated.

Ehlers said there is still a possibility that one of the
remaining berths could be taken away as the NCAA
attempts to narrow the field in its basketball tournament, but he was confident that the conference will
retain at least two.
The ECAC athletic directors will decide on
Madison's application at their meetings during the
week of Sept. 18-22 in Hyanna, Mass.
Ehlers is confident "... the directors will act
favorably toward the Madison application," but
plans to attend the meetings anyhow. He wants "to do
a little talkin' for the cause."
A major barrier that the JMU application might
have, may be a rule many ECAC directors hope to
implement concerning admissions requirements.
The new rule would set a minimum number of
ECAC basketball-opponets for potential members
during their first year of conference affiliation.
Madison is scheduled to play five ECAC-member
opponents next basketball season but Ehlers fears
the minimum number needed for admission will be
higher.
Since Madison's basketball schedule is already set,

WELCOME BACK
JM.U. STUDENTS

Mario's
Beauty
Salo
"Your Head Is Our Business
No Appointments Necessary
1770 E. Market St. Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
Phone
(across from K-Mart)
434-3010

approval of the "minimum-number" requirement
would mean ECAC membership would be put off for
at least one year.
"The important thing now though," Ehhjrs sai<T,
"is to just get into a conference because it's a whole
lot easier getting into the playoffs from a conference
than it is as an independent."
In recent years Madison has attempted to either
gain admittance to the Southern Conference or help
organize an all-Virginia basketball conference.
Southern conference affiliation has grown increasingly dim as the conference has attempted'to
upgrade its football program. For JMU to enter it
would have to advance football to the Division I level
and Ehlers says "that is still a while off."
A basketball conference consisting of the major
colleges of Virginia with an automatic berth to the
NCAA's had been rumored close to settlement many
times. However the NCAA placed a moratorium on
such conferences last winter and thus ruled out the
program at least temporarily.
Ehlers pledged to still work toward forming the
conference however, saying the ECAC application
"... in no way has any bearing on our desire to form
a collegiate basketball conference. We are still
anxious to work toward the creation of such a conference with primarily Virginia members."
In the meantime Madison will continue to participate in athletics as an Independent full-fledged
Division I member.
The probationary status was removed*after JMU
met the NCAA requirement of having 75 per cent of
its basketball games scheduled against Division I
opponents last season.
Removal from the probationary status is "more of
a mtigma.sort of thing/* according to Ehlers, but it
does allow JMU to Compete with other probationary
schools and have the result count toward post-season
consideration.
In effect, after removed from probation, JMU
could then successfully compete for a division
championship such as the ECAC. So within three
weeks of the NCAA's removal of probation,
Madison's Athletic Committee approved Ehler's
recommendation for ECAC admission.
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CROCK

by Bill Rcchin & Brant Parker

S.G.A. position^
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— You pe&eziep UNPER pipe' 'NINETY-NINE
YF3APSIMTHIS
..TAKB YOUR MepictH&.
CRLK^Y CWPf
-I AIHTG0T
?OOtt\ TO BPE/ATHE!

Students interested in
running for a position in the
student Senate should come to
the SGA office in the campus
center and
requestl a
declaration of intention.' and
information concerning' the
elections. Elections will be
held on Sept. 20. The deadline
for declarations is Sept. 16, 12
noon.

Announcements
Army concert

Planetarium shows

B.I.O. picnic

"September Song." a
planetarium show of poetry,
astronomy and lore of the
early autumn sky, will be
shown Thursday evenings in
September in the James
Madison
University
Planetarium, located in Miller
Hall
Shows are scheduled for 7
p.m and 8 p.m.

The Biology Interest
Organization is having a
picnic at Hillendale Park
Sept. 11. 1:30 p.m. There will
be no charge and transportation will be provided. If
you are interested in attending, contact Sherrie Earl,
box 1243. phone 5144 or Dale
Nichols, box 5614. phone 7317.

The U.S. Army Field Band
and Soldiers Chorus will
present a concert in Godwin
Hall Sept. 6. 8 to 10 p.m.
Free tickets are available
at the Harrisonburg Daily
News-Record and the Warren
Campus Center.
Ticket holders should be
seated by 7:45. Doors will be
opened at 7:50 to the general
public.

"Weleome JMU
Students"

IA HACIENDA
tS* OFF Any Combination Plato

i

Mexican aid American Bear
MMM

Phi Beta Lambda, the
national
business
organization, will hold its first
meeting for
returning
members Sept. 7, 6 p.m., in
meeting room B of the campus
center.
Plans for the coming
semester and this year's
membership drive will be
discussed. Refreshments will
also be served.
On Sept. 14 there will be a
meeting for both returning
and new members.
Soccer sweetheart*
Anyone
interested
in
becoming a
"Sideline
Sweetheart" for the soccer
team should report to the west
entrance of Godwin Hall at
6:30 p.m. tonight. Candidates
should wear shorts, a blouse
and sneakers. For further
information, call the Athletic
Office at 6461.

Circle K meeting

Finest Mexican & American Feed

?
I

Phi Beta Lambda

11-11 fri-Srt 11-1* »t It Urt> lUrriMnbarj & SMOIM 0«lf

Circle K will hold its first
meeting Sept. 6, 6:30 p.m., in
room D of the campus center.
Circle is a co-ed service
organization similar to Key
Club and Keyettes on the high
school level.
The club
sponsors a variety of service
activities on campus and in
the community, along with
parties, conferences, conventions and rallies.
For
more information, contact
Circle K. P.O. Box 4264.

Students interested in
serving as Parliamentarian of
the SGA Student Senate
should come to the SGA office
and apply for the position.
Deadline for applications is 12
noon, Sept. 20. .
Students interested in
running for 'First Vice
President of SGA should come
to the SGA office in the
campus center and request a
declaration of intention and
information concerning the
election. The election will be
held Sept. 13. Deadline for
declarations is 12 noon Sept. 9.
!

i

Apply for Student Judicial
Coordinator or Student Advocate Coordinator at theSGA
office before 12 noor , Sept
13.
' F
Students interested in
working as Judicial secretary
or print shop operator should
contact the SGA office before
12 noon, Sept. 9.

Gymnastics course
Gymnastics classes for
children ages 3-6 will be held
at JMU beginning Sept. 17.
The classes will consist of ten
sessions on Saturday mornings from Sept. 17-Dec. 10.
A class for beginners will
be at 9 a.m. and classes for
retaining students will be at
10 and n a.m.
To pre-register contact
Jane Kruger by mail at
Godwin Hall, JMU. The fee
for the class is $25 per child
an<J this may be paid on Sept.
17.1
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Welcome Back JMU
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equipment test report
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STEREO REVIEW Magazine.
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Classifieds

By Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
HBLLO. THIS
'DAILY HEWS."
PROMOTION
IS "SON OF
DEPARTMENT ARNOLD AND
MAM L£IBERMAN"
A6AIN-

For Sale
WILSON TENNIS RACKET:
Limited use. like new. -1'L."
handle. Call Marsha. 5158.

OH, YES, MR SON!
VM6LAPY0U
CALLEP. J FINAL- DIP YOU
LY CAUGHT UP TELL HIM
OMTHMR MY STOW?
BRESLIN.. <

f

r

REFRIGERATOR: 2.0 cubic
ft. Perfect for dorm. Excellent condition. $50 Call 4348334.
CUSTOM PICTURE
FRAMES made to fit any size
poster or picture. Two types
of frames available. Call Ron.
433-4819.
CRAIG POWERPLAY 8track with sliding mount.
Excellent condition 13 tapes.
$80 Call 434-2354.

► '

20
TYPEWRITERS
at
sacrifice prices. Portables.
Standards and Electrics. All
have been reconditioned.
Contact R.L. Jefferies, 503
East Market St., Harrisonburg. 434-2797.

YES, SIR. AND HB
THATPO&
TDLQMETDTELLYOU IT! IF THE
THERE ARE NINE
"NEWS" IS
MILLION STORIES IN JUST 60INS 10
THIS CITY JUST UKE
IT. HE THANKS WU HANDS, I'M
F0RTK1IN6 ),s~^ NOT KILLING
US FIRST
ANYONE!
THOUGH

siroNirs

I6UBSS1HATS AND YOU
SOMETHING WE'LL PEOPLB
JUST HAVE TO
CALLYOURr
.LIVE urn, SELMESAt
SIR. \
TABLOID!
?>CUCK\

^^^m^i
ITCEMM
IS MONDAY
I MORNING,

i mnirt

ITCERJANLY
IS.UHATRE
YOU DOING

TOPAY?

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
AND WEDDING RINGS. Up
to 50 per cent discount to
students, faculty and staff.
Example: '4 ct. $95, 4 ct.
$275. 1 ct $795, by buying
direct from leading diamond
importer. For color catalog
send $1 to SMA Diamond
Importers, Inc., Box 42,
Fan wood. N. J. 07023 ( indicate
name of school) or call ( 212)
682-3390 for location of
showroom nearest you.

FERXETHGOUT
C0N6RESSIONAL
MALFEASANCE, K&0RTIN&
HOW/BOUT
ONSAME.
YOU?
I

BECAUSE
UH..5URB. fTtONEOF
t/UHY?
Y0URRESP0N-

■

se/umsAs

UE'LL
PAY FOR
THIS.

D0N7 THINK
ABOUTIT.
WE'RE DOING
THE RIGHT
THING.

BUT
IFYOU
EN0U6H0F BREAKTHE
THIS TALKING.. MOOD, ItL
TOLL YOU.

X

MYBOYFOENP

1

THE WASHINGTON POST
NEWSPAPER
will
be
available starting Sun. Sept. 5.
For room delivery in NComplex dorms sign up on
sheets on section bulletin
boards before Friday night or
call Tom 4172. For Lake
Complex Dorms call Jim
Mattes at 7244. Rates are
$1.40.

Breeze classifieds $.50 for twenty-five words

HORSES
BOARDED.
Pasture, stalls, grain, hay,
grooming, hauling available.
Located next to JMU farm.
For information call 249-4009.

»^A^^^^^^^^^^*

Personals
BEEN THERE: Believe me,
I meant it. You know how
much it means to me. the kid
NEWSY: I have a "cab" to
discuss with you. ME

R.R. ROVER: Is it worth it?
Who knows. Stick around I'll try to break free from my
"prison" once in a while, a
friendly penguin

The University
Square
continues it's
Grand Opening
throughout this week

TSBVS

\DININ€ & D4NCINfeJ

Welccme Back
JMU si 11 IS is
€ ycui eld patty place
live 111« 11 lii i 111 V

I n i ii i Mil 11*
Wedre§Jay--§ur(Iav
til 2 a.m.
L-.1J §• III tit

urn

If you missed us over the weekend come
in and check out our celebration specials.!
Register for 3 gift certificates valued at
•SO, *25 and *io. Also register for a *zs gift
certificate from Blue Mountain Records.

56 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
Phone: 433-8094

open 9:30-5 daily and Fri. nights til 9

